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Master charging station Slave charging station 

 

Main characteristics of Master and Slave outside charging station:  
 

� The station is equipped with 2 three-phase sockets that allow a simultaneous charging of two vehicles 

� Each three-phase socket can supply to the vehicle a maximum power of 22kW (400 VAC - three-phase – 32A) to 

perform a fast charging 

� Each three-phase socket manages the Vehicle charging in according to the “Mode 3” communication standard, in 

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) or PLC (Power Line Communication) standards 

� The three-phase sockets have magneto-thermic and differential protections. Motorized version as OPTIONAL 

� Beside each three-phase socket is available a single-phase one that can supply 3,6 kW (230 VAC – 16A) in order 

to perform a slow charging in according to the Mode 3 standard. The single-phase socket can be used 

alternatively to the three-phase one 

� Both three-phase and single-phase sockets are protected by bolted covers that prevent any unauthorized 

connection of the plugs in order to meet the PUBLIC use requirement 

� Both three-phase and single-phase sockets lock the plug, once inserted, in order to prevent any unauthorized 

release of the plug 

� The charge status is identified by three lights (charge allowed, charge in progress, charge finished) 

� The station have a fiscal electricity meter that record the vehicle consumption 

� An electronic module manages functions and communications between Sockets/Vehicles/Users 

� The product is made in Conformity to CEI EN 61851-1, CEI EN 61851-22, CEI 69-9 
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The master charging station is provided with User Interface that allows the following: 
 

� User identification through RFID 14443A badge 

� User authorization, at the time of plug insertion, by white and black list check 

� Socket choosing (left, right or slave station beside) through a proper panel (multi-function buttons and TFT 

800x480 display). At the tiime of the authorization a light indicate the status “Charging allowed” and the cover is 

unlocked authomatically. 

� Visualization of the charging information about each vehicle plugged (instant power, power supplied, etc) 

� Authorization to unlock the plug 

� Communication between sockets (master and slave) and station through an RS-485 bus  

� Communication through GPRS modem between station and Management Center to download/upload data 

(white/black list updating, vehicle charging, etc) 

� Booking Management System of each socket through Website and/or SMS service 

� An electronic module manages functions and communications between Sockets and Management Center 
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